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National Minorities in Poland as defined in the National Minority
treaties were embodied as integrally part of the Polish Constitution,
said:
Poland cannot suffer any longer a state of affairs that places her under
exceptional laws as compared with other European Great Powers. This
was the sole reason for my declaration last Thursday (September 13).
The counter-declarations made by Sir John Simon, M. Barthou, and the
Italian Minister, Signer Aloisi, will not influence Poland in any way
to change her attitude.
The Gazeta Polska stressed the Polish standpoint:
We can no longer accept the division made between ripe and unripe
nations and countries, sovereign and non-sovereign States. We can no
longer agree that Poland should be classed among the latter. In essence
Poland is not against the Minority guarantees; in fact, we propose that
others should accept them. We are ready to be a party to any Minority
guarantees to which others will affix their signatures, but only when
others have signed those guarantees. We have at heart a problem far
more important than the Minority question, namely, the equal treatment
of nations and States.
The whole Polish Press wrote in a similar strain, though the
j^yj^l^^^^«?^,whileapprovinginprinciple Beck's declaration,
suggested that the ground might have been better prepared for
it at Geneva. There were hints in some papers that if the League
insisted on holding Poland to the existing treaties without their
generalization, Poland would be compelled to consider withdrawal
from the League.
When, however, on September 21, the Polish resolution, which
was presented by Raczynski, and of which notice had been given
beforehand, that the Minority Treaties system should be
made universal, was discussed in the Political Committee of
the Assembly, it was apparent that the Committee as a whale
was against it. Summing up, Raczynski said that the Polish
Delegation, while impressed by the understanding of the Polish
standpoint shown by many countries, saw that the Committee
was not unanimous, and therefore it would not press the resolution*
But Poland thought, he added, that she was in the rigj£, md she
would bring the matter before the League at some otiber tinier
ib its comment on the position the GazeM Poisfm said tfeoft tite

